Your Guide to Dental Implants
Dental implants can:
o Replace a single tooth, without requiring support from neighbouring
teeth.
o Replace multiple missing teeth, restoring your smile and bite.
o Provide support for a denture, making it more secure and comfortable.
o Replace a denture, with teeth that are fixed in place.

Benefits of dental implant treatment:
-They improve your appearance by looking and feeling like your own teeth.
-They are very secure and allow you to eat, speak and smile with confidence.
-Treatment is highly successful and results are predictable.

Restore Confidence in your smile!

Have you been told you are not a suitable candidate for dental implants?
If you’ve answered yes, then you may be a candidate for Zygoma (or
Zygomatic) implants. These implants are used in the upper jaw when there is
insufficient bone for ordinary implants. They provide support for implant
bridgework where there has been a substantial amount of bone loss from the
upper jaw, and ordinary implants cannot be used on their own to support
abridge. This is a very specialist procedure and here at DentalHouse, our own
Dr Wilson Grigolli is one of the few clinicians in Ireland with the expertise to
use this procedure.

Why Choose Us?
With over 30 years clinical experience and having placed over 27,000 dental
implants, you can rest assured you are in good hands with our lead
implantologist Dr Wilson Grigolli. Having worked alongside Prof Dr Per-Ingvar
Brånemark, the "father of modern dental implantology", he brings a wealth of
knowledge and passion to his work.

Since 2006, he has been serving as Professor of the Post-Graduation Courses
given by the Flexwhitedent Dental Medicine Clinic in Lisbon, Portugal.
In 2016, he was the lead surgeon in Shane MacGowan of The Pogues’ full
mouth rehabilitation.

Your Journey with Us
At your first appointment, you will meet our Implant treatment coordinator,
ITCO, who is there to explain things to you and get to know your expectations.
Your ITCO will then introduce you to Dr Wilson Grigolli who will assess your
needs and prepare a detailed treatment plan.
Within 48 hours of your initial consultation we will send you out
your individualised treatment plan to study at leisure in the comfort of your
home. Your ITCO is at hand to answer any further questions you may have and
will contact you over the coming days at a time best suited to you.

When you are ready to commence treatment, we will arrange a second
appointment bringing you closer to your desired smile.

What our patients have said about us

“The initial consultation gave me a comprehensive overview of the treatment
and I was offered several options. The staff were warm and welcoming. I felt
they genuinely cared about my welfare. At each visit I was made to feel
welcome and that they were pleased to see. I always feel like I’m in good hands
here and that I will receive the best professional treatment available. I have
already recommended Dental House to family & friends. Although I only have a
temporary crown, the match with the others is excellent. Friends commented
on how good the match is.”

“I chose DentalHouse because I had seen evidence of their work on friends/tv
personalities. I was very impressed on my initial meeting by the care and
professionalism demonstrated by all the staff. My treatment, from beginning to
end has remained the same. A high level of skill, care, competency and honesty
has been demonstrated. I felt completely calm and I had huge faith in the
treatment at all stages. My end result has been exactly what I need and more.
My faith in dentists has been restored and DentalHouse gave me a reason to
smile and a million dollar grin. I would recommend them with a smile on my
face and a song in my heart. Thank you!”

“I was referred to Wilson following an appointment with my dentist in
Maynooth. They noticed an infection and felt that this needed a specialist and
suggested Wilson. I was offered a free consultation in Maynooth where I met
Wilson for the first time. He was very professional and explained everything to
me about the issu , the approach and provided detail of the overall cost with a
breakdown of the cost of each phase. I had to get an extraction, bone graft ,
implant and then a crown. Due to unforeseen circumstances I was unable to
actually start the procedure for 10 months after the original consultation and
they honoured the original quotation which was very good of them. Once I
started I was very impressed with the facilities, their location, the modern
equipment and most of all the professionalism and customer focus of the staff
from the receptionist to the dental nurses (Karolina took great care of me ) and
then Wilson ( for the extraction and implant ) and more recently Claudio ( for

the crown). The after care service was top class and the team ensured that
everything was going to plan with regular check-ups.
Based on my experience to date I went and got my teeth cleaned in Dental
House and it was the best clean I’ve ever had in a dentist. I also recommended
the team to a work colleague and she has had the same top-class experience.
Going to the dentist is never a fun experience but I have to say they have done
all they could to make it as painless and pleasant as possible.
I would recommend the team to anyone who required any dental work done.”
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